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→ Worked with many businesses throughout the 

pandemic

→ Running strategies with retailers on how to 

capture post-pandemic traffic



The pandemic caused vast spikes 
in traffic for a large number of 
websites and specific queries



Examples



Video game company

Traffic soared as more people were at home 
with spare time to play games and more 
disposable income to spend on luxury items.

The target audience opened up as more 
people searched for these products.

CLICK DATA



Garden furniture 
provider

Even with lockdown #2 over there is a clear 
increase on people looking to buy their garden 
furniture online.

With government guidelines encouraging 
socialising outdoors, the demand for 
homeowners to invest in furniture for their 
garden has grown massively. 

CLICK DATA

‘GARDEN FURNITURE’ 



Bike company
This website saw a huge increase in traffic due 
to demand at the start of lockdown #1 as 
people were looking at ways to get outside.

This is an example of where demand has 
increased for specific products and services 
over the past 18 months, but there will be a 
‘new normal’ that reflects how the way people 
shop has now changed permanently.

CLICK DATA

‘BIKES’ 



Search demand changes we’re 
seeing post-pandemic



Across many large retail 
businesses users are now 
much more likely to be 
searching for click and collect

‘ARGOS CLICK AND COLLECT’

1. Click and 
collect

‘NEXT CLICK AND COLLECT’



While most brands will find it 
easy to rank for click and 
collect terms there are 
examples of where businesses 
don’t own the conversation

1. Click and 
collect



Some websites don’t serve a 
proper landing page with 
helpful information

1. Click and 
collect



With more people shopping 
online more people are 
looking to have their 
purchases discounted

2. Discount 
codes



Many retailers are seeing 
huge increases in people 
searching for their discount 
codes online

2. Discount 
codes

‘WAYFAIR DISCOUNT CODE’

‘PANDORA DISCOUNT CODE’



Most of these search terms 
don’t return the brand in the 
top #3 results.

2. Discount 
codes



How can we find these keywords 
that have seen such an increase in 

demand?





Use the search results tab and filter by 
impressions & positions 





‘PPC 
Agency’

While keyword rankings 
haven’t increased this 
keyword has driven a much 
larger number of 
impressions and clicks. This 
means search demand has 
increased.





Content

This method also allows you 
to spot older content which 
has had an increase in 
search demand



Content

Think of the types of 
content that will increase 
retail opens back up.



Search Console is a powerful tool 
that can help shape your search 

strategy post-pandemic



Key Takeaways

Look at top performing 
queries

There has been such a shift 
across many industries 
where a change in demand 
has meant that you will 
need to revisit the keywords 
your targeting.

Consider the multiple 
journeys of your 
customer

Such as click and collect, 
shopping brick & mortar 
only, and spending more 
time browsing online before 
going into a store to 
purchase

Search Console is free!

There are lots of paid for 
keyword tools to give you 
changing search demand 
but Search Console does 
this for free and is first party 
data.
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